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Abstract 
In this paper we will define the product of two association schemes and using the fact that the 
strong product of two graphs from two (possibly different) association schemes i  in the product 
of the association schemes, we give a new proof of Schrijver's result on the Shannon capacity 
of graphs in association schemes. In particular, this will give a new proof of the fact that the 
Shannon capacity of the pentagon is x/5. 
1. Introduction 
In 1956, Shannon [5] introduced the zero-error capacity of graphs in the following 
way: For any graph G, let g(G) denote the independence number of the graph, i.e. the 
maximum number of pairwise non-adjacent vertices. 
The weak, Cartesian and strony products (denoted by G ® H, G × H and G • H, 
resp.) of any two finite graphs G and H are defined to be the graphs whose vertex 
sets are always the Cartesian product of the vertex sets of G and H, V(G) × V(H) 
such that two vertices (gl,hl) and (g2,h2) are joined by an edge in 
• G ®H iff Ol ~ 02, hi ¢ h2, (01,92) E E(G) and (hi,h2) E E(H), 
• G × H iff either 91 = 9z, hi ¢ h2 and (hbh2) E E(H) or Yl ¢ 92, hi = h2 and 
(01,02) E E(G), 
• G .H iff (01,hi) ¢ (g2,h2) and in both coordinates they are either equal or joined 
by an edge in G or H, resp. 
Notice that the strong product of two graphs is just the union of the weak and Cartesian 
products of the same graphs. Also, the strong product of two cliques is always a clique, 
but this is not the case for the weak and Cartesian products. 
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With these definitions the Shannon capacity of a graph is defined by O(G)= 
lim {//-u(G k) = limsupQ'~-G k) = s u p ~  where the power of the graph G 
is taken according to the strong product. (For code-theoretical background of this no- 
tion see [2] or [5].) Throughout this paper the power of graphs will be taken according 
to the strong product. 
Obviously, a trivial lower bound on the Shannon capacity of a graph G is its 
independence number ~(G), but for the pentagon we have that c¢(C 2) = 5 and so 
O(Cs)~>v~ > 2. In general, it is much more difficult to find an upper bound for the 
Shannon capacity. 
It is easy to see that any functional O(G) defined on the class of finite graphs 
satisfying the properties 
(a) c¢(G)<~zg(G) for all graphs G and 
(b) O(Gk)<~O(G) k for all graphs G 
will be an upper bound on O(G) for we have ~(Gk)<~tg(Gk)<<.O(G) k and so 
o(~)<<. ~ = O(G). 
It is easy to see that for graphs whose vertex set can be covered by ~(G) cliques the 
Shannon capacity coincides with ~(G); in general, by the above remark, the fractional 
vertex packing ~*(G) of a graph G is always an upper bound for 6)(G). However, this 
still only gives us that x/5~<O(C5)~ .
In 1978 Lovgsz gave a powerful general upper bound on the Shannon capacity [2] 
and later in the same year Schrijver [4] and independently McEliece et al. [3] found 
alternative forms of the same bound for graphs which arise from association schemes. 
This bound, in particular, gave that O(C5) = v/5. The aim of this paper is to show 
that by simply defining the product of association schemes one may obtain the same 
upper bound for graphs which are contained in association schemes. 
2. Association schemes 
A set of symmetric relations Ro, RI . . . . .  Rn on the set X or of symmetric 0-1 matrices 
,40,A1 . . . . .  An of size IXl = v are called a symmetric association scheme and is denoted 
by (X, ~)  or (X, ~¢), resp., if the relations or matrices atisfy the following properties: 
(i) R0 = {(x,x) Ix E X} or A0 = Iix I, 
(ii) for every x,y E X (not necessarily different) there is exactly one Ri such that 
n A xRiy (and so yRix) or ~--~i=0 i = Jlxl where J denotes the all-one matrix, 
(iii) for all i,j,k E {0,1 . . . . .  n} and x,y E X such that xRky we have that 
k I{z I (x,y) E Ri and (.v,z) E Ry}l = Piy or AiAj = ~=oP~Ak.  
The set of the indices of the relations or matrices {0, 1 . . . . .  n} will always be denoted 
by N. A symmetric association scheme (from now on we always assume that an 
association scheme is symmetric) can always be viewed as a partition of the edge 
set of a complete graph into subgraphs which are defined by the above symmetric 
matrices AI,A2 ..... An. We will denote the corresponding graphs by G1, G2 .. . . .  Gn (we 
will ignore as a graph the one corresponding to A0, i.e. the graph consisting of all the 
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loops and nothing else) and in this case we denote the association scheme by ft. Thus, 
we may say that a graph G arises from an association scheme or is in an association 
scheme if there is an association scheme aj = {Gt, G2 . . . . .  Gn} and a set M C N \ {0} 
such that G = GM -=- [.JieM Gi" 
For our purpose the best examples of association schemes are just the graphs which 
together with their complement form an association scheme (with two classes besides 
the trivial one, i.e. with n = 2). They are called stronoly regular 9raphs. Obviously, 
the pentagon and the complement of it, another pentagon, form an association scheme, 
so the pentagon is a strongly regular graph and thus arises from an association scheme. 
For other examples of association schemes ee e.g. [1] or [4]. 
To investigate the independence number of graphs in association schemes an impor- 
tant tool is the inner distribution of a set Y c X where X is the common vertex set 
of the graphs in the association scheme. Let er be the characteristic vector of Y, then 
the inner distribution is defined to be the sequence a0, al . . . . .  a,, where the numbers ai 
n are equal to eyAietr/IY[. One can easily see that a0 = 1 and ~i=oai = IY I for all Y. 
(One may view ai as the average degree of the graph Gi Iv, the graph Gi restricted to 
the vertices belonging to Y.) Also, if GM ---- UicM Gi is a graph from an association 
scheme and Y is an independent set of its vertices, then for the inner distribution of 
Y we havea i=0 fo r iCM.  
The vector space spanned by the matrices of an association scheme by property (iii) 
forms a commutative s mi-simple algebra, and so besides the original basis Ao,A1 . . . . .  An 
it has another basis do,dl . . . . .  d, of orthonormal idempotent matrices, where we suppose 
that J0 = (1/v)d, J being the all-one matrix. The transition umbers Pk(i) and Qk(i), 
0 ~< k ~< n, 0 ~< i ~< n between the two bases of this algebra are defined by 
n 
~'~ 1 ~"~Ok(i)Ai, Ak =/_. .Pk( i l J i ,  O<~k<~n, Jk = O<~k <.n 
L . , . .w  ~,~ . F 
i=O i=O 
where the normalization of Qk(i) by the factor l/v is for technical purposes. The 
following basic theorem of Delsarte about the inner distribution gives a basic tool 
for investigating the independence number and the Shannon capacity of graphs arising 
from association schemes. 
Theorem 1 (Delsarte [1]). I f  in the association scheme az[ the vector a=(ao,al  . . . . .  a,)  
is the inner distribution of  a set Y C X then 
n 
Za iQ j ( i )> .O for all O<~j<~n. 
i=0  
Proof. Let again er denote the characteristic vector of Y, and so 
i•o 
~ erAiey . . . .  1 v t 
aiQj(i) = 2 . . , - -~d j t t  ) =- Qj(i)Ai err = -(-~lerdjer 
'= /=0 IYI -~er  i=0 " 
= v--V--- J.Jr-t = v t ~ -~(er J j ) (e r J j )  >10. [] 
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With the help of this theorem, Delsarte established the following upper bound for 
the independence number of a graph in an association scheme. 
Theorem 2 (Delsarte [1]). I f  for some M cN,  GM-~-UiEMG i is a graph in the asso- 
ciation scheme d ,  then 
0C(GM)~<max ailai>~O, a0=l ,  ak=OforkEM and 
k i=0 
n ) 
EaiQj(i)>~O for all O<~j<n 
i=0 
= min I bj t> 
k j=0 
n ) 
O, bo : 1, EbjPk(j)<~O for all k E~rU{O} o 
j=O 
Proof. The first 'max' bound comes from the fact that if Y CX is a maximum inde- 
pendent set of vertices of the graph G~a then its inner distribution a = (ao, al ..... an) 
n will satisfy the linear program and the size of Y = ~i=0 ai, while the second one 
simply from the duality theorem of linear programming. [] 
3. Product of association schemes 
If there are two association schemes ~ and ~ given by the matrices Ao,Al ..... An 
and Bo,B1 . . . . .  Bm on the ground sets Xl and )(2, respectively, then the tensor product 
of the matrices of the form Ai®Bj - -  as one can see easily - -  form another association 
scheme on the ground set X1 × )(2, denoted by d ® ~. Here, since the matrices Ai and 
By are just 0-1 matrices, one may take the tensor product Ai®Bj by simple plugging in 
a copy of Bj to the entries of Ai equal to one and an all-zero matrix of size IX21× Ix21 
to the entries of Ai equal to zero, getting a matrix of size IX, l" IX21 x IX~l" Ix21. 
It is also trivial that if we have two graphs G~a,, M1 _C{1,2 .... n} and GM2, 
M2 C{1,2,...,m} from the association schemes ~¢ and M, resp., then the weak prod- 
uct GM, ® GM~ will be exactly equal to the graph GM,×M2 from the product of the 
association schemes, the Cartesian product will be G{0} ×M2 U GM, × {0} and the strong 
product will be the union of the above, that is 
G. 1-1 = GMt xM2 U G{o } xM2 U GM~ x {0}, 
so all the possible products are in the product association scheme. 
Tedious, but trivial calculations show that if we take the product of two association 
schemes ~¢ and ~, then the parameters of the product association scheme (p~ and the 
transition umbers Pk(i) and Qk(i)) will be formed by the product of the corresponding 
parameters of the original association schemes. In particular, the transition umbers 
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involved in Theorems 1 and 2 will be in the form 
Ak ® Bt = i ® P 
tl, m 
= ZPk( i )P~( j ) ( J i®Kj) ,  O<.k<~n, O<.l<.m 
i=0 
j=O 
) 
n~m 
_ 1 y]Q,( i )Q~O)(A,®B/. ) ,  o~<~, , ,  O<.l<~m, 
ow 
i=0 
/'=0 
where 
- -  as mentioned earlier, the matrices Ak ® Bt define the product association scheme, 
- -  the matrices Ji and K/. form the bases of idempotent orthonormal matrices in ~ 
and ~, resp., and so their tensor products, Ji ® K/. form the bases of idempotent 
orthonormal matrices in ~ ® N, and 
- -  IX ,  I = v, IX21 : w .  
4. Shannon capacity of  graphs in association schemes 
We are now ready to define a functional satisfying properties (a) and (b) on the 
subclass of graphs which arise from an association scheme. Since, as mentioned earlier, 
this subclass is closed under the strong product operation, the properties are meaningful. 
Unfortunately, the straightforward bound 
0t(GM) ~< max ai [ ai~>0, ao = 1, ak = 0 Vk • M, aiQj(i)>~O Vj 
k i=0 i=0 
=min  bjlbj>~O, b0=l ,  y~bjPk( j )<~Ofora l l keMU{O} 
k j=0 j=0 
will not satisfy property (b), for the underlined inequality in the 'min' bound will not 
be preserved by the product. However, if we change this bound to 
~( GM ) <~ O( GM ) 
clef max ai I a0 = 1, ak = 0 Vk E M, aiQj( i ) >10 
i=0 
= min bj I bj >10, b0 = 1, bjPk(j) = 0 for all k • M U {0} 
j=O 
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(where the earlier underlined positivity constraint has been left out from the first 'max' 
program, and so in the dual 'min' program the earlier underlined inequality ~< has been 
changed to equality) this new linear programming bound will satisfy the properties (a) 
and (b) and so will be an upper bound on the Shannon capacity. 
Theorem 3 (Mceliece et al. [3] and Schrijver [4]). For a oraph GM which is in an 
association scheme, we have 
O(GM ) <~ O(GM ) 
dej max ai [ ao = 1, ak = 0 Vk E M, aiQj(i)>~O 
i=0 
=rain Zbj  Ibj>~O, bo= 1,  bje (j)=O for all ke- U{O} .
j=O j=O 
Proof .  We prove that the functional O(G) defined on the class of graphs which are in 
some association scheme satisfies properties (a) and (b). 
Property (a), that is O(G)<<. O(G) is trivial from the above remarks. For property (b), 
let GM~ and GM2 be two graphs from the association schemes ~ and ~, respectively, 
b, lbi>~O, b0 : l ,  b iPk( i )=Ofora l l kE~U{O} , 
i=O i=0 
I I I • O(GM2)= [ b~.~>0, bo= 1, P t (d )=O for all IEM2U{0} , 
j=o j=o 
where the values of bi's and by's are choosen such a way that there sum is 
minimal for the given set of constraints. Now for the minimal program for the graph 
GN := GM~ • GM~ = GM~ xM2 U G{o}xM2 U GM2x{o} from the product association scheme 
~/®~:  
O(GN) = min cqtcij>~O, coo = 1, coPk(i)P~(j) = 0 
i=O i=O 
j=O j=O 
(k,t) ¢ ((M, × M2) u ({o} × M2) u (M2 × {o}))} for a l l  
define c 0 := bi • by. The constraints are straightforwardly satisfied: 
- -  since both b,- and by/> 0 we have that cij = bi. by >10; 
- -  since both bo and b~ = 0 we have that coo = bo • b~ = 0; 
- -  we have that )-~-~=o biPk(i) = 0 for all k ~ Ml and ~-'~q=0 ' ' " m b; .e l ( j )  : 0 for all l ~ ME 
and so ~'~.~,':IociyPk(i)P~(J) = n,m E~.j=o bib~Pk(i)P;(j) = ~, :o  b,Pk(i). E~:o b~. 
P~(j) = 0 whenever either k ~ M1 or 1 f~ M2. 
and 
O( GM, ) = 
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Thus, the minimal program has value O(GN) smaller than or equal to 
i=o i=o j=o 
j=o 
and so it is proven that O( GN ) ---- O( GM, " GM2 )<~ O( GM, ). O( GM2 ). [] 
Remark. A similar argument to the above one for the 'max' program shows 
O(GN)~O(GM, )" O(G~ 2) as well, and so the bound O(G) is multiplicative. 
that 
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